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By Dan Newman

Diversion Books, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. For readers who devour Laura Lippman s Tess Monaghan series and Jan Burke s Irene Kelly
series comes a new standalone novel of crime and journalism from Dan Newman, who keeps the
lines of suspense tense and razor-sharp. (Laura Benedict, author of Isabella Moon and Devil s Oven.)
In the middle of the night, in war-torn Rwanda, journalist Roland Keene leaves his hotel to find
armed rebels to interview. Some would call it a suicide mission. Roland would agree. Keene has
started at the bottom, living paycheck to paycheck, running from the bookie to whom he owes this
and next month s rent, and trying to make his mark at one of his shining city s great papers. With no
big breaks coming his way, though, Keene decides to make his own. He orchestrates a robbery--
one designed to cast himself as the hero--but it goes all wrong and turns into a high-profile murder.
Despite everything, Keene s role as a white knight gets him favor with the victim s father, and a foot
in the door of the newsroom. Immersed in the cutthroat world of investigative...
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This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have study. I am quickly can get a
enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Florence Rutherford DDS-- Florence Rutherford DDS

Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % from the publication.
You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jerald Champlin II-- Jerald Champlin II
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